CALL FOR PAPERS
Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship Journal 2021

Dear Colleagues:

I am writing on behalf of the Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship Program to invite the submission of undergraduate papers to be published in our 2021 journal edition. The purpose of the journal is to give MMUF recipients the opportunity to share their research projects and findings with the Mellon community and beyond, as well as to become familiarized with this critical process in the scholarly trajectory.

Submitted works may be the culmination of research conducted under MMUF, an excerpt from a thesis or any larger work*, or a stand-alone paper for a favorite class. Articles must meet the following criteria:

- Up to 8 pages in length (not including figures/tables or endnotes/Works Cited page; longer articles will not be accepted)
- Double-spaced
- Microsoft Word document format
- Citation style in the format most associated with their discipline of practice (figures, endnotes, and works cited should be included)
- * If excerpting from a thesis or longer work, the submission must still present an original argument and be able to stand as an independent article.

It is important that MMUF mentors and coordinators are actively involved in the draft process and we very much appreciate your efforts to help your Fellows put together their submissions. Once papers have been received they will be reviewed by the MMUF Journal Editorial Board and forwarded to the Editor-in-Chief, who will work with authors on final versions.

This opportunity is likely the first for many fellows to craft a paper for publication and I hope you will encourage your Fellows, especially your seniors, to consider submitting their work. We are striving for a diverse collection of papers that touch on the full range of MMUF-supported disciplines, among all of our institutional colleagues.

The deadline for submission of draft papers is Thursday, July 1. The paper must be uploaded using the 2021 MMUF Journal Submission Form. Here is the link to the Submission Form.

I very much would appreciate it if you would share this message with your current MMUF Fellows and talk about the opportunity to submit a paper at your next gathering. If you or they have any questions, please feel free contact me (gllacer@fas.harvard.edu) or my colleague Elizabeth Perten (eperten@fas.harvard.edu). With all best wishes and looking forward,

Yours truly,

Gregory A. Llacer
Chair, MMUF Journal Editorial Board
Director, Harvard College Office of Undergraduate Research and Fellowships